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Age Of Empires 2 Age Of Kings

Besides that there is just an endless amount of stuff to do in this game, because there are so many different factions, units, strategies, campaigns, scenarios and probably the most easy to use map editor of all time.. Provide details and share your research But avoid Asking for help, clarification, or responding to other answers.. Even more than the original, details on buildings are captured right down to the dead leaves resting on the rooftops.. The graphics may not be up to date anymore but since its 2D it doesnt grow old as fast as 3D titles do.. It is already 9 years old and I am still playing it every now and
then, because it just has so much more to offer than all the other RTS games that were released since then, especially AOE3, which was really disappointing to me.. Not the answer youre looking for Browse other questions tagged age-of-empires-ii-the-age-of-kings or ask your own question.. Join now to share your own content, we welcome creators and consumers alike and look forward to your comments.. Realize though that if your just playing single player things could get highly repetitive to fully appreciate the game you really need atleast 6 people playing.. 24 the socialist wars full version We
suggest you try the file list with no filter applied, to browse all available.. Expand When i first started playing it i absolutely loved it, possibly my favorite game of all time and not even slightly due to sentimental value.

If youre a fan of RTS games, then this is a definite must-have. Its just the way in which the different civilizations are balanced out and the awesome real time strategy.. And if you already have it, go and play it again It is really so much more enjoying than all the modern RTS games with fancy graphics but no substance.. Its always possible that I may add more content in the future However, I feel age of bloodshed 3.. Making statements based on opinion; back them up with references or personal experience.. The graphics may not be up to date Best RTS game of all time Period ;) Seriously this game has
everything you ever wanted in an RTS game.. It looks great, is very well balanced, and is easy to get started with The game has more strategy and fewer mouse gymnastics than the average RTS game.. It will never be forgotten One of the best of all times I still want to play even now.. When i first started playing it i absolutely loved it, even though i absolutely sucked (literally everyone beat me) only after playing for a while did i get competent.
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Its depth and long list of features will keep even the best empire builders and military strategists busy for months.. Even now a decade and a half later, it is still among the best RTS games available.. And i didnt start playing it till like a decade after it came out even still i found it an amazing game.. The game keeps the epic scope of Age of Empires game play while evolving the combat and economic features.. D games of that time and you know what I mean ) The gameplay is just awesome, because it has such a great balance between economy and warfare, which allows you to build huge cities and train
enormous armies to besiege them.. Add file and help us achieve our mission of showcasing the best content from all developers.. There has never been such an addicting RTS game out there, so if you still dont own it, buy it It is more than worth it.. The game keeps Age of Empires II: The Age of Kings is the sequel to the award-winning, best-selling real-time strategy game Age of Empires.
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If youre a fan of RTS games, then this is a definite must-have Expand Age of Empires II spans a thousand years, from the fall of Rome through the Middle Ages in which players lead one of 13 civilizations into greatness.
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